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QUESTION 1

You are building a skill for ordering pizza and you need it to determine when a user enters the pizza 

toppings and pizza size in their request. 

Which Oracle Digital Assistant feature would you use to identify these variable values in a user\\'s 

message? 

A. entities 

B. answer intents 

C. channels 

D. digital assistants 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

How do you declare a context variable for an entity? 

A. Set the variable type to "nlpresult". 

B. Set the variable type to the same name as the entity. 

C. Set the variable type to "entity". 

D. Set the variable type to "map" and reference the value by the entity name. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You want your skill to output the size of the pizza that was ordered.. Which FreeMarker operation must you use 

A. "You ordered a ${size[0]} pizza." 3) 

B. "You ordered a ${size} pizza." :) 

C. "You ordered a ${size.value} pizza. 

D. "You ordered a ${size.string} pizza." 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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want to save some user input, such as the type of pizza a particular user last ordered, so that it\\'s available the next
time that user starts a conversation. Which type of variable should you use to persist values across multiple invocations
of the conversation? 

A. skill variables 

B. user variables 

C. context variables 

D. profile variables 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the output of this code? 

A. The code will run into an infinite loop. 

B. Only first value - "One" will be printed. 

C. The code will fail to validate because |- is not a valid symbol. 

D. All the three values - "One." "Two." and "Three." will be printed. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 6

In a validation loop, users are repeatedly asked to enter the same information, thereby preventing them 

from transitioning to a different dialoq flow state in a conversation. 

What is causing the validation loop? 

A. The dialog flow state uses an input component that references a nonentity type variable. The same dialog flow state
is referenced in the next transition. 

B. The nlpResultvariable property of the input component points to "iResult", which is a variable of type "nlpresuit". 

C. The keepTurn property of the input component is set to true and the maxPrompts property is set to a value greater
than 0. 

D. The input component associated with a state references a variable of an entity type and the maxPrompts property is
not set. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What happens after the skill output Welcome to our store\\'s chat bot!\\'\\' in this dialog flow? 

A. The skill displays "Welcome to our store\\'s chat bot!" again. 

B. The skill goes to output2, outputs "You can ask me about what products we have in the store", and then returns
control to the user. 

C. The skill returns control to the user. After the user enters text, it goes to the intent state. 

D. The skill returns control to the user. After the user enters text, it goes to output2 and outputs "You can ask me about
what products we have in the store." 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 8

What is the output of this code? 

A. "Leaving loop at 3" 

B. "Leaving loop at 4" 

C. "Leaving loop at 0" 

D. "Your session appears to be in infinite loop. Please_try again later\\'\\' 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

For live-agent transfer, you want the bot-user conversation history to become available to the human agent 

that the conversation is transferred to. 

How do you make this conversation history available? 

A. In the skill settings, either switch Enable Insights to On or switch Skill Conversation to On, depending on the Digital
Assistant version. 
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B. This is controlled from Oracle Service Cloud and has to be turned on by setting a custom property. 

C. Set a custom property on the Oracle Service Cloud instance that\\'s accessed by Oracle Digital Assistant. 

D. Set the convHistory property in the system.Agentinitiation component. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

You want the flow to navigate to the cancel transition immediately after the maximum number of failed 

attempts are exceeded in the System.ResolveEntities Components. 

Which option must you use? 

A. Set cancelPolicy to "immediate". 

B. There is no such option in system.ResolveEntitis 

C. Set cancelPolicy to "true" . 

D. Set cancelPolicy to "lastEntity" . 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/digital-assistant/use-chatbot/built-components-propertiestransitions-and-
usage.html#GUID-259C152F-3F53-4422-B89C-6FA7F01C1762 cancelPolicy Determines 

the timing of the cancel transition: 

immediate--Immediately after the allotted maxPrompts attempts have been met for an entity in the bag. 

lastEntity--When the last entity in the bag has been matched with a value. 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three statements are true about composite bag entities? 

A. They define a business domain object as a collection of related system entities and custom entities. 

B. When you add entities to the composite bag, you can control how they get extracted in related to other entities and
when they are prompted for. 

C. The composite bag will always enforce that every entity has a valid value before allowing the conversation to move
on to the next state in the dialog flow. 

D. You need to create a separate composite bag to handle nonentity types such as strings. Locations, and
attachments. 

E. The composite bag can resolve all entity values using only a single state in the dialog flow. 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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QUESTION 12

To prepare the remote application launch, the System, Webview component calls an intermediary service that prepare
the remote web application call. The code snippet is given below: 

At run time, the system.Webview component sends the intermediary service a POST request. Which three options are
true for the POST payload generated based on the code? 

A. Bot designer is responsible to manually add the webview.onDone parameter to the payload. 

B. The key names match the name of the dialog flow variables configured in the "sourceVariableList" property of the
system.webview component. 

C. The webview.onDone parameter is automatically added to the payload and it passes the skill\\'s callback URL
property to the web application. 

D. The POST payload is a JSON object that contains an array of key-value pairs. 

E. There is no such webview.onDone property passed to the payload. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 13

In your conversation flow, you want to make sure that users always see a message, even when there is no data to
display. To implement this, you decide to use a system.setvariable component that verifies that the variable mydata
contains a value and, if it does, sets the value of the displayVar variable to the value of mydata. If no value is specified
for mydata, then displayVar is set to the string \\'No Data 1. Which two BotML with Apache FreeMarker examples
implement this requirement? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 14

When you configure an application in Oracle Identity Cloud Service to be consumed by Oracle Digital Assistant for the
system.OAuth2AccountLink component, why do you need to have the RefreshToken grant selected? 

A. TheRefreshToken grant ensures that users will never have to sign in to the skill again after their initial login. 

B. You need a refresh token to force a successful logout of the logged in user. 

C. TheRefreshToken grant ensures that the System.OAuth2Account link component can refresh an expired access
token automatically because the access token has a much shorter lifespan than the refresh token. 

D. The RefreshToken grant ensures that a fresh access token is retrieved even if a user\\'s password in Oracle Identity
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Cloud Service has changed, thus ensuring the user uninterrupted access. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

You install Oracle Bost Node SDK from GitHub to develop a new custom component service. Which command, when
issued on a command line or terminal window, creates a new custom component service project in the current
directory? 

A. bots-node-sdk service 

B. bots-node-sdk service init 

C. bots-node-sdknpm install 

D. bots-node-sdkinit 

Correct Answer: D 

Create the Custom Component Package Use the SDK\\'s command line interface (CLI) to create the necessary files and
directory structure. To create the package folder, and the necessary contents, type the following command in a terminal
window: bots-node-sdkinit 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/digital-assistant/doc/backend-integration1.html 
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